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CHAP. III.]	THE GEEAT ENIO-MA.
vaitin relies upon his theory of unaccountableaeas or the doctrine
of the Inscrutable Mayd or Avidyd, lie simply disguises but does not
explain the problem. It is rather a confession of man's incapacity
to offer a complete solution. Whether we adopt one view or another
of the three suggested solutions under B. 1-2-3,' we luwe either
to leave unexplained the iiiscmtablo working of the   MS//d
or admit the  possibility of   the  unchangeable  {mrDikdra)
Brahma becoming liable to changes, and leave this possibility
unexplained2.
Shankar admits that such questions are unaiiswerablo, but Iio
adds that they are likewise irrelevant—unanswerable, because truth
is veiled by nescience, and we are thereby deluded 3; irrelevant, be-
cause from the standpoint of the Absolute, there being no causation,
no emanation, &c., which are purely time conceptions, these quc^tiona
do not arisen
The true position, of the Advaitin, accordingly, is that though from
our point of view the unity of One and Many is an inexplicable mys-
tery, from the standpoint of the Absolute this antithesis of the One
1 See supra p. 34.
3 Edward CaircTs view on this point
is worth quoting.  Ho says, (Evol.
Greek ThooL, Vol. 2, p. 241) :—
(< The pure self-consciousness of God
.... cannot logically be conceived
as going beyond itself to create the
finite world of movement and change.
For though the latter involves the
former as that on which it depends
for its existence, tho former cannot bo
regarded as involving the latter, or as
in any way essentially related to it.
The world in time and space is a reali-
sation of the pure unity of thought in
a matter in which it can never be
perfectly realized; but the existence
of such matter seoms in no way to be
accounted for by the purely ideal
principle of thought [but seo tho
Author's note at pp. 49 & 50 infra].
Thus •wo are obliged to refer the world
to God., but God seems by His nature
to have no need of the world, and,
indeed, to bo incapable of acting upon
it. In short, there seems to be no
reason for the existence of the world
at all—except the presupposed matter,
which, if it exists, cannot but come
under the dominion of the universal
 principle in so far an iia xuturo
admits" . . . ** A further rogrcsa
becomes necosnary [ai this Biage].
The fcSfcoics sought to fortify the indi-
vidual against all tho chmiccs and
changes of tho world by teaching him
to retire into himself, and to treat
e very thing that was riofc in his power
as imnocossary and without value for
him. ... To live in Ii^rmony with
nal/uro, both with the nature of the
world without and with tho nature
of tho solf within, meant nothing more
than to treat overy particular object
and end as indifferent, and to fall back
upon tho simple (I am I' of eolf-con"
sciousness a^ complete in itsoif and solf-
suffioient" (ibid. p. 24^). Hero Ed-
ward Oixird harps upon iho samo
string as IFemer and ilogel-"---Synthesis
of subject; and object—complofconosa^f
both in caso of severance;, to illustrate
the process of thought by which tho
stoic gave rise to the N00 l^latomo
philosophy, (ibid. pp. 243, 248).
» Bhag. Git. V. 15 .Soo also Shankar's
''Switma. Nirupana/' (vorso 93),
quoting from Sacclndanand yw5.mi.
4 See the authorities cited in nofco 2 at
p. 34 m^fa,

